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Abstract 

The University of Florida has successfully developed a Rad-Hard encoder for robotic 
joints for operation in radiation environments.  This encoder provides static-absolute-
position, velocity, acceleration, and direction information, while absorbing radiation 
greatly in excess of 1 Mrad(Si).  Primary objectives of this research were to develop a 
very radiation tolerant encoder (tested to > 50Mrads), remove home-position 
requirements, provide built-in calibration, and reach a 5 arc-minute tolerance. 

The encoder system, an Admotec Rotasyn Series 3620 using a brushless technology, 
required modifications by the University of Florida in order to provide a high radiation 
tolerance.  An important feature of the system is the non-linear magnetic rotor designed 
to give absolute position information without rotation.  The encoder design was scalable, 
and utilized a radiation hardened encoder converter to provide output in digital format.  
Demonstration of the effectiveness of this technology has been carried out with a 
commercial GE P60 robot arm system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Robot developments in motion control strive to obtain near human capabilities.  Part 

of this development have resulted in advanced robotic arms and manipulators with active 
feedback systems that verify exact position of all movements. These robot systems are 
needed for operations in high-radiation environments. Their electronic based sensors and 
circuits must be fully radiation-hardened to survive operational conditions without 
failure. UF studied a typical commercial tracking Resolver-to-Digital-Converter (RDC) 
for robot operations.  Early failure resulted when tested to only 1.9 Mrads(Si) total dose 
of γ radiation with a dose rate of 17 Krads/hr. (Fig. 1).   

 
 
 

FIGURE 1 -  RDC 19221 LSI CMOS CIRCUIT 
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rudimentary hardened COTS circuitry.  This paper reports testing completed by the 
University of Florida on the full rad-hard prototype under active operational conditions.  
Prior work by the University of Florida improved the resolver sensor radiation tolerance 
up to 50 Mrads(Si) total dose.     The redesign of the Resolver to Digital Converter with a 
precision of 12 bit was accomplished by creating a rudimentary RDC utilizing basic 
functional circuit blocks.  Implementing this technology into an older commercial GE P-
60 robot arm (Fig. 3) provided a working system to evaluate the encoder system and 
develop the required software programming. 
 
 
 

 

FIGURES 2 & 3:  ADMOTEC ROTASYN SERIES 3620 ENCODER  AND COMMERCIAL GE P60 ROBOT ARM 
 
 
 

II.  RESOLVER TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 

A. Resolver 
The encoder system, based on the Admotec Rotasyn Series 3620 using a brushless 

technology (Fig. 2), is an absolute position sensor.  It acts like a transformer with one 
primary and two secondary windings. The brushless radiation hardened resolver that was 
used has primary and secondary windings in the stator. The rotor is mechanically linked 
to the shaft of a motor or rotating axis. It contains a diagonal section of high permeability 
material that varies the transformation ratios (magnetic coupling) as the rotor turns. The 
transmitting coil is excited with a signal of the form E0cos(ωt) and the two secondary 
windings send back two signal: k E0 cos(ωt)cos(θ) and k E0 cos(ωt)sin(θ) where k is the 
transformation ratio between the primary and secondary windings, ω the radian 
frequency and θ the angle of the rotor.  Figure 4 shows a functional block diagram of this 
system. 

 
 



 

 

 
 

B. Theory of operation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 4 - FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A RESOLVER-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER (RDC) 
[Note : several stages of the RDC contain gains which are not written on figure 4`]. 
 

UF’s rudimentary radiation-hardened prototype RDC was configured to provide an 
interface between the Galil controller and an electronic device linked to a resolver. The 
digital output of the RDC is an estimated value φ of the real motor angle θ. An oscillator 
provides an excitation signal to the resolver : cos(ωt). The other resolver windings send 
back two signals : cos(ωt) cos(θ) and cos(ωt) sin(θ). The estimated angle φ is stored in a 
12 Bit up/down counter. The two signals coming from the resolver are multiplied with 
cos(φ) and sin(φ). As a result the signals cos(ωt)cos(θ)sin(φ) and cos(ωt)cos(φ)sin(θ) are 
found at the output of the two multipliers. They are subtracted and the result is 
cos(ωt)[(cos(θ)sin(φ))-cos(φ)sin(θ)] or cos(ωt)[sin(φ-θ)]. The circuit produces an error 
signal sin(φ-θ) modulated with a sinusoidal signal. This signal is sent to a demodulator to 
recover only the error sin(φ-θ) relative to the difference between φ and θ.  A 
compensation block is used to render the device stable and avoid oscillations. The error 
sin(φ-θ) signal  is sent to a signal generator that increments or decrements an up/down 
counter in which the estimated angle is stored. This closed-loop feedback system seeks to 
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null the error between φ and θ. If the closed loop operates correctly, then φ = θ and the 
estimated angle is equal to the real angle.  Since the system gain-bandwidth product is 
adequate, the closed-loop feedback will null faster than the input signal of rotational 
information (limits maximum rpm versus accuracy). 

The tracking RDC logical algorithm contains two integrator terms. The tracking 
converter constitutes a closed loop system in which the static error and the dynamic error 
are nulled. The design problem is that each integrator gives a phase shift of –90 degrees. 
The combined phase shift of –180 means a change in the sign of the signal and creates a 
naturally unstable system. This is the function of a dynamic compensation block which 
will increase the phase (new phase of the open loop system > –180) and avoids closed-
loop instability. The optimization of the closed loop behavior was made with MATLAB. 

C. Modeling and optimization 
Using a simplified sine and cosine model (Fig. 5) of the complex transfer function 

model, the dynamic circuit operation was studied. The simple model for the closed-loop 
has: a gain (K), a signal generator plus counter modeled by (1/s), a classical integrator 
(1/s) and a compensation block ((1+aτs)/(1+τs)) using the Laplace operator “s”. 

 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 5 - SIMPLE MODEL OF THE RESOLVER TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 

The optimization of the closed loop behavior is determined by three parameters: a, τ 
and K the total gain of the loop. An overshoot of 20% is desired. With the approximation 
of this system limited to a second order system, a phase margin of 50° is necessary. 
Using these values the factor a is calculated. The bandwidth is selected to provide 
adequate rejection of the carrier frequency and the second harmonic and to have a fast 
response time. Using this selected bandwidth, τ and K are adjusted for a critically 
damped system. The last operation is the equalization of the gains in the loop using a 
complex model in order to prevent non linear clipping of the output waveforms at each 
stage. The simulated small step response from these calculations is shown below (Fig. 6). 
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FIGURE 6 - SMALL STEP RESPONSE VS τ (HERE τ=1S) 
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III.   SELECTION OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DESIGN ISSUES 

A. Technology and device selection 

The effect of radiation on Metal Oxide Semiconductors, Bipolar Transistors, Junction 
Field Effect Transistors is detailed as follows: 

Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) transitor 

Gamma incident photons (1.17 and 1.33 MeV) produce hole-electron pairs in the 
MOS SiO2 gate insulator. The large difference between oxide electron and hole mobility 
results in efficient electron ejection, whereas the holes tend to be trapped in the insulator. 
This positive charge buildup in the SiO2 causes the shift of the threshold voltage. 

 
Bipolar transistor and Junction Field Effect Transistor (JFET) 

The principal degradations that affect the bipolar transistors are due to passivation and 
field oxides. These oxides tend to trap holes. A decrease in the gain of the transistor 
caused by the decrease of the minority carrier lifetime, and an increase of leakage 
currents are observed. 

JFET uses the polarization of a PN junction to vary the length of the depleted zone. 
They are relatively radiation tolerant majority carrier device, as they contain no gate 
oxide layer for the control of the depleted zone as in the case of the MOS. 

B. COTS components, their selection, their use 
Non-hardened Commercial-Off-The Shelf components have many advantages. Price is 

a primary factor. Their availability is supported by being fabricated by several 
companies. However, manufacturing variations mean their behavior under radiation is not 
guaranteed. It is necessary to verify the radiation tolerance to use a COTS component for 
a specific function because that component behavior can change from one production run  
to another: The manufacturing process may have been changed without affecting the 
electric characteristics of the component, but this modification can dramatically change 
the radiation tolerance of the component. Careful component selection is a very important 
step in the development of hardened systems. 

C. Design  approach 
All designs with a large number of different integrated circuits have a higher 

probability of poor radiation tolerance. A way to minimize such problems was by limiting 
component selection to a minimum number of different component types. A Voltage 
Controlled Oscillator redesign using basic analog functions limited to only operational 
amplifiers, is one example (Fig. 7). Circuit design effort was increased, but the risk of 
radiation effects on important component characteristics was less. All the analog 
functions in our design were replaced with single components like operational amplifiers 
and multipliers. The digital circuit functions of the RDC were redesigned using simple 
counters, Programmable Read Only Memories (PROM), and Digital to Analog 
Converters (DAC). 



 

 

Our prototype circuit design used only bipolar digital Integrated Circuits (IC) and 
bipolar and bipolar/JFET analog ICs to shorten development time.  The UF team utilized 

results from previous work and consulted information available on the www.  A test 
under radiation until failure method, with replacement of any early failures during 
testing, was utilized to reduce development time.   

FIG. 7 – VCO BLOCK DIAGRAM WITH SIGNALS 

IV.  FUNCTIONS OF  COMPONENT BLOCKS 
The oscillator is made with two operational amplifiers and a current driver based on an 

operational amplifier driving a push-pull amplifier comprising two pairs of two bipolar 
transistors mounted in Darlington to compensate for transistor gain loss versus the total 
radiation dose. The outputs of the resolver are sent to two analog multipliers via an input 
stage made of one operational amplifier (impedance matching). The twelve bit counter is 
made of three four-bit up/down counters in bipolar technology. The counter outputs 
dynamically provide the estimated angle between 0° and 359.91°. The most significant 
bit represent 180° the bit before 90° up to the twelfth bit or the least significant bit which 
represent about 0.09°. The output of the counter is linked to several bipolar memories.  
These provide two look up tables: The outputs of the memories represent the twelve bit 
sine and cosine angle values stored in the counter. The two outputs of the look up tables 
are sent to two Digital-to-Analog Converters to generate their feedback analog value. 
These are multiplied using two analog multipliers, whose outputs are subtracted using an 
operational amplifier based circuit. After the subtraction stage the signal is demodulated 
using a multiplier and the effect of the compensation block plus integrator (low pass 
filter) made with an operational amplifier. The signal generator has two main sections. A 
rectifier stage based on op amps and diodes, and the relaxation Voltage Controlled 
Oscillator (VCO) created using with simple op amps and diodes. The last stage is a logic 
block made with operational amplifiers, bipolar transistors and diodes to recover the lost 
information caused by the rectifier stage. The outputs of this logic block drive the 
up/down counter.  These components were arranged into analog and digital circuits on 
two PC boards (Figures 8).   

V. IRRADIATION TEST OF ENCODER SYSTEM 



 

 

A. Setup 
The irradiation setup tested the prototype circuit on two printed circuit board, one for 

the analog part of the RDC and the other for the digital part. The Resolver to Digital 
Converter was irradiated in the UF cobalt facility with an average dose rate of 17 
Krads/hr. External to the cell was the Resolver, a three-voltage power supply, a data 
acquisition/switch central unit from Agilent and an oscilloscope Fig. 9). The shaft of the 
resolver was coupled to a mirror and we used the very accurate beam of a helium neon 
laser for precise alignment of the resolver position signal. The data acquisition unit (HP 
34970A) with LabView programming recorded the radiation effects on many circuit 
parameters. These were the different voltages and currents of the power supply, the 
output position of the RDC given for a specific angle, the position given by the RDC for 
different reference points and the oscillator frequency. Additional signal monitoring was 
not required because of the sensitivity of the system. 

 
Figure 8 – Analog and Digital PC Boards 

 
Radiation testing of the system was conducted 

in the Cobalt60 Irradiation Facility at the 
University of Florida. The experimental 
approach adopted tested the entire system under 
irradiation. After a component failure, the system 
is removed from the irradiator and given a 
careful inspection and the failed component is 
replaced. The system is then returned to the 
irradiator and testing resumed. This method 
provides the shortest time between development 
and the final project as it identifies all components needing redesign with a single 
irradiation.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 9 - SETUP OF THE TEST OF THE RESOLVER TO DIGITAL CONVERTER UNDER RADIATION 
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B. Results 
The fully functional system was removed from the irradiator after a total dose of 1.9 

Mrads(Si) fully functional (no component was replaced).  Voltages remained constant 
and the measured currents decreased about 10%. This was attributed to the decrease of 
the gain in the bipolar transistors. The output position given by the RDC have a 
maximum error of about 0.45° compared to the accuracy of a 12 bit RDC which was 
0.09° and of the same order of magnitude. A portion of this measured error seems to have 
been caused by the shift of a reference voltage. The position data given by the resolver 
for different reference points revealed errors from mechanical drift (looseness) in the 
shaft (Fig. 10). As a result several positions of the shaft correspond to the alignment of 
the helium neon laser with the calibration reference points.  Further testing suggests that 
the radiation-hardened RDC has a radiation induced loss of accuracy/resolution equal to 
approximately 0.2° . 
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Figure 10 - ERROR OF THE POSITION VERSUS TOTAL DOSE FOR θ=45° 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Work at the University of Florida has lead to improvements in the resolver radiation 

tolerance to a total dose of ~ 2Mrads(Si). Hardening of the total encoder system involved 
the redesign of the Resolver to Digital Converter with a precision of 12 bit. The use of 
selected COTS technology and the choice of a defensive design approach for the RDC 
resulted in a radiation hardened circuit meeting design criteria.  


